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Abstract
Dynamic Classifier Selection (DCS) techniques have difficulty in selecting the most competent
classifier in a pool, even when its presence is assured. Since the DCS techniques rely only on local
data to estimate a classifiers competence, the manner in which the pool is generated could affect
the choice of the best classifier for a given instance. That is, the global perspective in which pools
are generated may not help the DCS techniques in selecting a competent classifier for instances
that are likely to be misclassified. Thus, it is proposed in this work an online pool generation
method that produces a locally accurate pool for test samples in difficult regions of the feature
space. The difficulty of a given area is determined by the estimated classification difficulty of the
instances in it. That way, by using classifiers that were generated in a local scope, it could be
easier for the DCS techniques to select the best one for those instances they would most probably
misclassify. For the query samples surrounded by easy instances, a simple nearest neighbors rule
is used in the proposed method. In the extended version of this work, a deep analysis on the
correlation between instance hardness and the performance of DCS techniques is presented. An
instance hardness measure that conveys the degree of local class overlap near a given sample is
then used to identify in which cases the local pool is used in the proposed scheme. Experimental
results show that the DCS techniques were more able to select the most competent classifier for
difficult instances when using the proposed local pool than when using a globally generated pool.
Moreover, the proposed technique yielded significantly greater recognition rates in comparison to a
Bagging-generated pool and two other global generation schemes for all DCS techniques evaluated.
The performance of the proposed technique was also significantly superior to three state-of-the-art
classification models and was statistically equivalent to five of them. Furthermore, an extended
analysis on the computational complexity of the proposed technique and of several DS techniques
is presented in this version. We also provide the implementation of the proposed technique using
the DESLib library on GitHub.
Keywords: Multiple Classifier Systems, Instance Hardness, Pool Generation, Dynamic Classifier
Selection
1. Introduction
Multiple Classifier Systems (MCS) aim to improve the overall performance of a pattern recog-
nition system by combining numerous base classifiers [1, 2, 3]. An MCS contains three phases [4]:
(1) Generation, (2) Selection and (3) Integration. In the first phase, a pool of classifiers is gener-
ated using the training data. In the second phase, a non-empty subset of classifiers from the pool
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is selected to perform the classification task. In the third and last phase, the selected classifiers’
predictions are combined to form the final system’s output. There are two possible approaches
in the Selection phase: Static Selection (SS), in which the same set of classifiers is used to label
all unknown instances, or Dynamic Selection (DS), which selects certain classifiers from the pool
according to each query sample.
The DS techniques, which have been shown to outperform static ensembles, specially on ill-
defined problems [4, 5], are based on the idea that the classifiers in the pool are individually
competent in different regions of the feature space. The aim of the selection scheme is, then, to
choose the classifier(s) that is(are) best fit, according to some criterion, for classifying each unknown
instance in particular [4]. The amount of classifiers singled out to label a given sample separates the
DS schemes in two groups [6]: Dynamic Classifier Selection (DCS) techniques, in which the classifier
with highest estimated competence in the pool is selected, and Dynamic Ensemble Selection (DES)
schemes, in which a locally accurate subset of classifiers from the pool is chosen and combined to
label the test sample.
In the context of DCS, the Oracle [7] can be defined as an abstract model that mimics the perfect
selection scheme: it always selects the classifier that correctly labels a given instance, if the pool
contains such classifier. Thus, the Oracle accuracy rate is the theoretical limit for DCS techniques.
The behavior of the Oracle regarding pool generation for DCS techniques was characterized
in a previous work [8]. It was shown that even though the presence of one competent classifier
was assured for a given instance, the DCS techniques still struggled to select it. This analysis
was done using a pool generation method that guarantees an Oracle accuracy rate of 100% on the
training set. It was reasoned that the nature of the Oracle makes it not very well suited to guide
the generation of a pool of classifiers for DCS since the model is performed globally, while DCS
techniques use only local data to select the most competent classifier for each instance. Thus, the
difference in perspectives between the generation and the selection may hinder the DCS techniques
in the selection of a competent classifier, even when the latter is guaranteed to be in the pool.
In addition to that, most works regarding DS use classical generation methods, which were de-
signed for static ensembles [9] and therefore do not take into account the regional aspect of the com-
petence estimation performed by the DS techniques. Thus, since local information is not considered
during the generation process, the presence of local experts is not guaranteed in the final pool.
Based on these observations, it is proposed in this work, which is an extended version of [10],
an online pool generation method which attempts to explore the Oracle’s properties on a local
scope. Since the Oracle and DCS techniques view the problem from different perspectives, using
the Oracle model in a local setting to match these perspectives may help the DCS techniques in
the choice of the most competent classifier for a given instance. This work focus only on DCS
techniques since their relationship to the Oracle was already characterized in [8], and so the results
can be further analyzed based on certain aspects presented in the previous work.
Thus, the main idea is to use the Oracle model to guide the generation of a pool specialized
on the local region where a given unknown sample is, if that region is deemed difficult. In this
context, a region is considered difficult if it contains an instance likely to be misclassified, as indi-
cated by an instance hardness measure. Therefore, if a query sample is located in a difficult region
of the feature space, a local pool (LP) is generated on the fly so that its classifiers fully cover the
surrounding area of that specific instance. Otherwise, a simple k-Nearest Neighbors (k-NN) rule
is used to label the query sample, since the classification task is less complex. Hence, whenever an
unknown sample is located in a difficult region, the proposed method uses Oracle information in
that area to generate locally accurate classifiers for that instance, in hopes that the best classifier
among them will be more easily selected by a DCS technique than if the classifiers were generated
with a global perspective.
To the best of our knowledge, there is no ensemble method designed to generate local experts
for dynamic selection techniques. However, a local learning algorithm with a similar strategy to
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that of the proposed technique is presented in [11]. The learning algorithm consists of generating
a linear classifier for each unknown instance using its surrounding training samples, and then
labelling that instance with it. This model was used to analyze the trade-off between capacity and
locality of the learning algorithms and its impact on their recognition rates. Although the learning
algorithm provides a local perspective on the classification problem, its concept was not used in
the context of producing a pool of locally accurate classifiers for DS techniques.
Other related works, such as the Mixture of Random Prototype-based Local Experts [12] and
the Forest of Local Trees [13] techniques, explore the divide-to-conquer approach of MCS by locally
training their base classifiers in different regions of the feature space and weighting the classifiers’
votes based on the distance between the query sample and their assigned region. As opposed to
these works, in which the pool generation is paired to a selection based on dynamic distance weight-
ing, our approach consists of producing on the fly a locally accurate pool to be coupled with a DCS
technique. Furthermore, the generation process of these approaches do not guarantee the presence
of local experts in the vicinity of each borderline unknown sample, as the proposed method does.
Thus, with our proposed approach, we aim to find out in this work whether the presence of
locally generated pools is advantageous in DCS context. The research questions we intend to
answer are: (1) does the use of locally generated pools aid the DCS techniques in selecting the
best classifier for a given instance?, and (2) do the recognition rates improve as a result of this?.
To that end, the performances of the proposed scheme and of different ensemble methods that
yield globally-generated pools are assessed using DCS techniques over 20 public datasets, and the
results compared and analyzed. A comparative study with several state-of-the-art classification
models is also performed afterwards.
This work is organized as follows: in Section 2, an analysis on instance hardness for DCS
techniques is performed in order to observe the correlation between an instance hardness measure
and the mistakes made by these techniques. Once this relationship is established, Section 3 presents
the proposed generation method, which explores the instance hardness information obtained in the
previous section. In Section 4 the proposed method is evaluated, and it is analyzed whether the
use of specialist subpools in difficult regions is beneficial for DCS techniques. A comparative study
with state-of-the-art classification models is also performed in Section 4. Lastly, in Section 5 the
results are summarized and future works are suggested.
2. Instance Hardness Analysis
Hardness is an aspect inherent to a problem that hinders a classifier, or a set of classifiers, in the
classification task. Instance hardness is then a characteristic of a sample’s problem that conveys
the likelihood of such sample being mislabelled by a classifier [14]. Hardness measures attempt to
quantify this characteristic based on different sources of difficulty associated with data, as well as
provide insights as to why some instances or problems are difficult for most learning algorithms.
Many data hardness measures were proposed and also used to improve a vast number of methods
in the literature [15, 16, 17].
In [18], the authors introduce a set of hardness measures obtained over the entire training set.
They also identify aspects that lead to a problem, as a whole, being difficult for a classifier. The
authors in [19] propose a set of hardness measures, also over the whole dataset, and use them,
together with the ones from [18], to identify and remove noisy data in the training set.
In addition to characterizing the hardness of an entire set, efforts have been made to estimate
the difficulty of classifying each individual instance from a dataset. In [20], the authors propose
several instance hardness measures and use a subset of them in the construction of noise filter which
removes potentially noisy instances among the hard ones. A hardness analysis on an instance level
was done in [14], in which the authors identify the most influential causes for an instance to be hard
for many diverse classification models. They also introduce more instance hardness measures and
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show the correlation between them and the misclassification of the classifiers analysed. Moreover,
they suggest the integration of the error information of these classifiers in two different scenarios:
in the training of a neural network, so that the weight of the hard instances are smaller, and in a
noise filter, based on the same idea as the previous one. In [21], the authors propose two instance
hardness measures that take into account misclassification costs. These measures are further used
to define a measure of similarity between algorithms.
Although in [20] a set of classifiers was used to evaluate the correlation between the hardness
measures and the instance hardness itself, the authors did not investigate it for DCS techniques.
Though an analysis on instance hardness regarding DS techniques was performed in [22], its focus
was on the comparison between these techniques and the k-NN classifier. Thus, an analysis on
instance hardness in DCS context is done in this section. The purpose of such analysis is to
understand the correlation between instance hardness measures and the errors made by DCS
techniques, in order to identify in which cases the DCS techniques fail to choose a competent
classifier for a given instance. This information will later be used to generate subpools specialized
in the difficult regions of the training set.
The chosen instance hardness measure to be analyzed is the k-Disagreeing Neighbors (kDN)
[14], which is defined in Equation 1, where xi is the instance being evaluated, T is the dataset that
contains it, kNN() is the k-Nearest Neighbors (k-NN) rule and kh is the neighborhood size of the
hardness measure. The kDN measure is the percentage of instances in an example’s neighborhood
that do not share the same label as itself. Therefore, a high kDN value means the instance is in a
local overlap region, making it harder to label it. The reason for using this measure is because it
denotes the most relevant source of instance hardness (overlap), according to [14]. Moreover, the
kDN measure was the most correlated with instance hardness according to the same article.
kDN(xi, T , kh) = |xj : xj ∈ kNN(xi, T , kh) ∧ label(xj) 6= label(xi)|
kh
(1)
The pool generation technique used in this analysis was the Self-generating Hyperplanes (SGH)
method [8], a simple generation scheme which yielded a similar performance as Bagging [23] for
most DCS techniques. The SGH generation method is described in Algorithm 1. The input to
the SGH method is only the training set T , and its output is the generated pool of classifiers (C).
In each iteration (Step 3 to Step 15), the centroids of all classes in T are obtained in Step 4 and
stored in R. The two centroids in R most distant from each other, ri and rj, are selected in Step
5. Then, a hyperplane cm is placed between ri and rj, dividing both points halfway from each
other. The two-class linear classifier cm is then tested over the training set, and the instances it
correctly labels are removed from T (Step 7 to Step 12). Then, cm is added to C in Step 13, and
the loop is repeated until T is completely empty. That is, the SGH method only stops generating
hyperplanes when all training instances are correctly labelled by at least one classifier in C, i.e.,
the Oracle accuracy rate for the training set is 100%.
In order to evaluate the correlation between the instance hardness measures and the accuracy
of the DCS techniques, the hardness of each instance was computed using the entire dataset. After-
wards, the accuracy of the DCS techniques were obtained using 10 times 10-fold cross validation.
The previous knowledge regarding each instance’s hardness is then used to draw a relationship
between this measure and the frequency at which the DCS techniques misclassifies it. That way,
an evaluation of the correlation between the kDN measure and the error rate of the DCS techniques
can be performed.
The datasets used in this analysis are shown in Table 1. All of them are public datasets. Eleven
from the UCI machine learning repository [24], three from the Ludmila Kuncheva Collection [25]
of real medical data, three from the STATLOG project [26], two from the Knowledge Extraction
based on Evolutionary Learning (KEEL) repository [27] and one from the Enhanced Learning for
Evolutive Neural Architectures (ELENA) project [28]. The DCS techniques used in this analysis
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Algorithm 1 General procedure of the Self-generating Hyperplanes (SGH) method.
Input: T = {x1,x2, ...,xN} . Training dataset
Output: C . Final pool
1: C ← {} . Pool initially empty
2: m← 1 . Classifier count
3: while T 6= {} do
4: R← getCentroids(T ) . Calculate each class’ centroid
5: ri, rj ← selectCentroids(R) . Select the most distant centroids
6: cm ← placeHyperplane(ri, rj) . Generate hyperplane between centroids ri and rj
7: for every xn in T do
8: ω ← cm(xn) . Test cm over training instance
9: if ω = yn then
10: T ← T − {xn} . Remove from T correctly classified instance
11: end if
12: end for
13: C ← C ∪ {cm} . Add cm to pool
14: m← m+ 1
15: end while
16: return C
were Overall Local Accuracy (OLA) [29] and Local Class Accuracy (LCA) [29], which were the
two best performing DCS techniques in a recent survey on dynamic selection of classifiers [9].
Table 1: Main characteristics of the datasets used in the experiments.
Dataset
No. of
Instances
No. of
Features
No. of
Classes
Class Sizes Source
Adult 48842 14 2 383;307 UCI
Blood Transfusion 748 4 2 570;178 UCI
Cardiotocography (CTG) 2126 21 3 1655;295;176 UCI
Steel Plate Faults 1941 27 7 158;190;391;72;55;402;673 UCI
German credit 1000 20 2 700;300 STATLOG
Glass 214 9 6 70;76;17;13;9;29 UCI
Haberman’s Survival 306 3 2 225;81 UCI
Heart 270 13 2 150;120 STATLOG
Ionosphere 315 34 2 126;225 UCI
Laryngeal1 213 16 2 81;132 LKC
Laryngeal3 353 16 3 53;218;82 LKC
Liver Disorders 345 6 2 145;200 UCI
Mammographic 961 5 2 427;403 KEEL
Monk2 4322 6 2 204;228 KEEL
Phoneme 5404 6 2 3818;1586 ELENA
Pima 768 8 2 500;268 UCI
Sonar 208 60 2 97;111 UCI
Vehicle 846 18 4 199;212;217;218 STATLOG
Vertebral Column 310 6 2 204;96 UCI
Weaning 302 17 2 151;151 LKC
Firstly, the pool generated by the SGH method was tested with OLA and LCA over the
datasets from Table 1. Both DCS techniques had its neighborhood size ks varied in the set
{3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15} and the techniques’ individual misclassifications for each value of ks were
obtained. Afterwards, each instance had its hardness estimated using kDN, with the neighborhood
size of the hardness measure kh also varying in the set {3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15}, and grouped according
to four intervals: kDN ∈ [0, 0.25], kDN ∈ (0.25, 0.50], kDN ∈ (0.50, 0.75] and kDN ∈ (0.75, 1].
Since seven hardness estimates were obtained for each instance, one for each kh, an instance can
belong to different groups depending on the value of kh. Then, the error rate of the DCS techniques
with respect to each group was calculated for each pair (ks, kh). The purpose of evaluating the
error rate by kDN range with varying neighborhood sizes ks and kh is to observe how the difference
in the regions the DCS techniques and the hardness measure operate impacts the behavior of the
error rate for a given kDN value.
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Figure 1: Mean error rate of (a) OLA and (b) LCA for instances with kDN ∈ [0, 0.25], for all datasets from Table
1. kh and ks are the neighborhood sizes of kDN and the DCS technique, respectively.
Figure 1 shows the mean error rate of OLA and LCA by neighborhood sizes kh and ks for the
instances with kDN ∈ [0, 0.25], that is, for the easiest instances in the datasets. It is expected,
then, that the error rate of the DCS techniques for those instances is very low. It can be observed
that this is the case when kh and ks have similar values. More specifically, the error rate for the
cases in which kh = ks are almost identical, which may indicate a certain constancy in the way the
kDN measure correlates with the DCS techniques’ error rates. On the other hand, the error rate
significantly increases as the difference between the neighborhood sizes increase, which suggests the
estimation of hardness in much different regions of competence may hinder the hardness measure’s
ability of singling out the instances the DCS techniques find it easy or hard to classify.
The same behavior can be observed in Figure 2, where the mean error rate of OLA and LCA for
instances with kDN ∈ (0.25, 0.50] is shown by neighborhood sizes kh and ks. Since the instances
within this kDN interval have most neighbors of the same class, the error rate of the DCS techniques
should not be too high, and yet the more distant kh and ks become, the higher the mean error
rate. On the other hand, the closer the neighborhood sizes, the more consistent with the hardness
measure’s interpretation the error rate becomes. Moreover, with the exception of the case in which
kh = ks = 5, the error rates of the other cases with equal neighborhood sizes were very similar for
both DCS techniques, further suggesting that having the same region of competence preserves the
relationship between the hardness measure and the DCS techniques’ misclassification rates.
For the instances with kDN ∈ (0.50, 0.75], which have more neighbors of a different class, the
mean error rates of OLA and LCA are expected to be reasonably high, as Figure 3 shows. Again,
the closer the neighborhood sizes are, the more coherent the error rate is to the hardness measure
values. Moreover, as with previous intervals of kDN, the cases in which kh = ks also present similar
error rates for both DCS techniques.
Finally, the mean error rate for the most difficult instances, with kDN ∈ (0.75, 1], can be
observed in Figure 4 for both DCS techniques. For these instances, which are located in high
overlap regions, the error rate is supposed to be quite high. It can be observed that similar
neighborhood sizes correspond to the expected behavior of the error rate, as seen previously. On
the other hand, the greater the difference between kh and ks, the more degraded the relationship
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Figure 2: Mean error rate of (a) OLA and (b) LCA for instances with kDN ∈ (0.25, 0.50], for all datasets from
Table 1. kh and ks are the neighborhood sizes of kDN and the DCS technique, respectively.
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Figure 3: Mean error rate of (a) OLA and (b) LCA for instances with kDN ∈ (0.50, 0.75], for all datasets from
Table 1. kh and ks are the neighborhood sizes of kDN and the DCS technique, respectively.
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Figure 4: Mean error rate of (a) OLA and (b) LCA for instances with kDN ∈ (0.75, 1], for all datasets from Table
1. kh and ks are the neighborhood sizes of kDN and the DCS technique, respectively.
between the error rate and the hardness measure, further suggesting that the use of similar regions
of competence yields a better characterization of this relationship. Also, the error rates using the
same neighborhood sizes were quite similar in this case, with the exception of kh = ks = 5.
Since it was observed that having equal neighborhood sizes yields a rather stable correlation
between the hardness measure and the errors committed by the DCS techniques, the case in which
ks = kh = 7 was further analyzed in order to better investigate such correlation. The distribution
of each datasets’ instances by kDN range, with kh = 7, can be observed in Figure 5.
Table 2 show the mean accuracy rates of the DCS techniques, with ks = 7. The column kDN
denotes the mean hardness of the instances the technique classified correctly (Hit) and misclassified
(Miss). It can be observed that, on average, the instances the DCS techniques correctly classifies
are the supposedly easy ones, which have kDN closer to zero. In order to assess whether the
correctly classified and the misclassified instances have discernible kDN values, a Wilcoxon signed-
rank test with a significance level of α = 0.05 was performed on the difference between the mean
hardness of the groups Hit and Miss (Wilcoxon row) for the two DCS techniques. Since both
tests resulted in p-values smaller than α, it can be concluded that there is a significant difference
between the average hardness of the correctly classified and misclassified instances for both DCS
techniques. This means the chosen hardness measure is indeed correlated to the error rate of the
DCS techniques in such a way that they can effectively distinguish the groups of easy and hard
instances for these techniques.
In order to further characterize the relationship between the kDN measure and the DCS tech-
niques, all samples from each dataset were grouped by their true hardness value and the mean
accuracy rate of both DCS techniques on each group was calculated. The results are summarized
in Figure 6.
It can be observed in Figure 6 that the two DCS techniques misclassify the majority of all
instances with kDN above 0.5, on average. It can also be seen a great difference between the accu-
racy rates of instances with kDN ∈ [0.4, 0.5] and kDN ∈ [0.5, 0.6], which is reasonable since kDN
values above 0.5 mean the majority of an instance’s neighbors belong to a different class than its
own class. This further shows the correlation between the kDN measure and the classification diffi-
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Table 2: Mean and standard deviation of the accuracy rate and the instance hardness measures using (a) OLA
and (b) LCA. The columns Hit and Miss denote the measures of the instances correctly and incorrectly classified
by the DCS technique, respectively. The neighborhood sizes of the DCS techniques and the kDN measure are
ks = kh = 7. The Wilcoxon row shows the resulting p-value of a Wilcoxon signed rank test for the null hypothesis
that the difference between the mean instance hardness of the pairs Hit/Miss comes from a distribution with zero
median. The significance level was α = 0.05.
(a)
Dataset Accuracy
kDN
Hit Miss
Adult 87.98 (2.39) 0.10 (0.14) 0.59 (0.30)
Blood 75.37 (2.26) 0.13 (0.13) 0.50 (0.34)
CTG 90.24 (0.77) 0.05 (0.11) 0.48 (0.30)
Faults 71.91 (1.60) 0.14 (0.16) 0.56 (0.33)
German 71.00 (2.54) 0.19 (0.17) 0.38 (0.29)
Glass 67.17 (3.99) 0.17 (0.16) 0.58 (0.30)
Haberman 74.21 (3.15) 0.18 (0.14) 0.47 (0.30)
Heart 87.35 (3.58) 0.13 (0.15) 0.57 (0.30)
Ionosphere 88.75 (2.76) 0.07 (0.14) 0.59 (0.37)
Laryngeal1 81.42 (3.53) 0.10 (0.13) 0.56 (0.32)
Laryngeal3 71.63 (2.68) 0.19 (0.13) 0.50 (0.35)
Liver 60.29 (2.90) 0.24 (0.13) 0.38 (0.26)
Mammographic 82.74 (2.56) 0.12 (0.14) 0.51 (0.30)
Monk2 81.71 (3.71) 0.12 (0.10) 0.24 (0.18)
Phoneme 86.28 (0.78) 0.08 (0.12) 0.45 (0.32)
Pima 75.05 (4.86) 0.17 (0.15) 0.43 (0.30)
Sonar 73.37 (2.94) 0.16 (0.16) 0.33 (0.30)
Vehicle 69.50 (1.90) 0.16 (0.15) 0.46 (0.30)
Vertebral 80.00 (2.33) 0.11 (0.13) 0.43 (0.31)
Weaning 79.67 (4.53) 0.16 (0.16) 0.34 (0.31)
Average 77.78 0.14 0.47
Wilcoxon (p-value) n/a 8.85× 10−5
(b)
Dataset Accuracy
kDN
Hit Miss
Adult 87.98 (1.89) 0.10 (0.13) 0.59 (0.29)
Blood 75.85 (2.23) 0.13 (0.13) 0.52 (0.34)
CTG 90.30 (0.84) 0.05 (0.11) 0.49 (0.30)
Faults 71.99 (1.53) 0.14 (0.15) 0.54 (0.33)
German 73.18 (2.84) 0.18 (0.15) 0.44 (0.30)
Glass 70.75 (3.44) 0.17 (0.16) 0.57 (0.30)
Haberman 74.80 (5.06) 0.18 (0.13) 0.51 (0.30)
Heart 87.21 (3.20) 0.13 (0.14) 0.56 (0.29)
Ionosphere 86.88 (1.82) 0.06 (0.12) 0.69 (0.30)
Laryngeal1 82.36 (3.88) 0.10 (0.13) 0.57 (0.31)
Laryngeal3 72.47 (3.25) 0.19 (0.13) 0.55 (0.34)
Liver 60.06 (3.46) 0.24 (0.12) 0.41 (0.26)
Mammographic 83.10 (2.70) 0.12 (0.13) 0.51 (0.30)
Monk2 88.19 (3.60) 0.15 (0.11) 0.23 (0.22)
Phoneme 86.49 (0.81) 0.08 (0.12) 0.46 (0.31)
Pima 74.32 (3.43) 0.16 (0.14) 0.49 (0.30)
Sonar 72.31 (4.16) 0.16 (0.15) 0.39 (0.31)
Vehicle 70.12 (2.02) 0.16 (0.15) 0.47 (0.30)
Vertebral 81.35 (2.84) 0.11 (0.13) 0.47 (0.31)
Weaning 80.99 (4.65) 0.15 (0.14) 0.42 (0.31)
Average 78.53 0.14 0.49
Wilcoxon (p-value) n/a 8.81× 10−5
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Figure 6: Mean accuracy rate of OLA and LCA for each group of kDN value, for all datasets from Table 1. The
neighborhood sizes of the DCS techniques and the kDN measure are ks = kh = 7.
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culty by the DCS techniques, which was somewhat expected since the measure and the techniques
operate locally using the same mechanism of selecting the k nearest neighbors. Moreover, Figure
6 shows that LCA correctly classifies a greater amount of the easiest instances (kDN ≤ 0.5) than
OLA, though it struggles more to correctly label the hardest instances (kDN ≥ 0.5), on average.
3. The Proposed Method
In the previous section, it was shown the DCS techniques struggle to select a competent classifier
for instances in regions with overlap between the problem’s classes. Moreover, since the DCS
techniques rely only on a small region, an instance’s neighborhood, in order to select the most
competent classifier for this instance, a global perspective in the search for a promising pool for
DCS could be inadequate in such cases [8].
With that in mind, it is proposed the use of an Oracle-guided generation method on a local
scope, so that the model’s properties may be explored by the DCS techniques. The idea is to use
a local pool (LP) consisted of specialized classifiers, each of which selected using a DCS technique
from a local subpool that contains at least one competent classifier for each instance in class overlap
regions of the feature space. If the unknown instance’s Region of Competence (RoC) is located in
a difficult region, the LP is generated on the fly using its neighboring instances and then used to
label the query sample. However, if the query instance is far from the classes’ borders, no pool is
generated and the output label is obtained using a simple nearest neighbors rule.
The reasoning behind the proposed approach is that using locally generated classifiers for
instances in class overlap areas may be of help to the DCS techniques due to their high accuracy
in these regions. Moreover, most works regarding DCS use classical generation methods, which
were designed for static ensembles [9] and therefore do not take into account the regional aspect
of the competence estimation performed by the DS techniques. Thus, matching the perspectives
of the generation and the selection stages may be advantageous for these techniques.
An overview of the proposed method is described in more detail in Section 3.1. Then, a step-
by-step analysis of the proposed method is presented using a 2D toy problem in Section 3.2.
3.1. Overview
The proposed technique is divided into two phases:
1. The offline phase, in which the hardness estimation of the training instances is performed.
The hardness value of the training samples is used to identify the difficult regions of the
feature space.
2. The online phase, in which the RoC of the query sample is evaluated using a hardness measure
in order to identify if the local area is difficult. If it is not, the sample is labelled using a near-
est neighbors rule. Otherwise, a pool composed of the most locally accurate classifiers in that
region, as indicated by a DCS technique, is generated and used to label the unknown instance.
An overview of the proposed techniques’ phases is depicted in Figure 7, in which T is the
training set, H is the set of hardness estimates, xq is the query sample, θq is its RoC, ks is the size
of θq, LP is the local pool, M is the pool size of LP and ωl is the output label of xq. In the offline
phase (Figure 7a), the hardness of each instance xn ∈ T is estimated using a hardness measure,
and its value is stored in H, to be later used in the online phase. The online phase, in which the
query sample xq is labelled, is performed in three steps: RoC evaluation, local pool generation
and generalization, as shown in Figure 7b.
In the RoC evaluation step, the ks nearest neighbors in the training set T of the query sample xq
are selected to form the query sample’s RoC θq. The dynamic selection dataset (DSEL), which is a
set of labelled samples used for RoC definition in DS techniques [9], was not used in the proposed
method because the SGH method did not present overfitting when used for RoC definition [8].
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Figure 7: Overview of the (a) offline and (b) online phases of the proposed method. T is the training set, H is the
set of hardness estimates, xq is the query sample, θq is its Region of Competence (RoC), ks is the size of θq , LP is
the local pool, M is the pool size of LP and ωl is the output label of xq. In the offline phase, the hardness value
of all instances in T is estimated and stored in H. In the online phase, θq is first obtained and evaluated based
on the hardness values in H. If it only contains easy instances, the k-NN rule is used to label xq in the last step.
Otherwise, the local pool is generated in the second step, and xq is labelled via majority voting of the classifiers in
LP in the third step.
Then, the instances that compose θq are analyzed. If all of them are not in an overlap region, that
is, they all have hardness estimate H = 0, the method skips the local pool generation and goes
directly to the generalization phase. The output class ωl of xq is then obtained using the k-NN
rule with parameter ks. However, if there is at least one instance in θq located in an identified class
overlap area, the query sample’s RoC is considered to be a difficult region. Thus, the local pool LP
containing M classifiers is generated in the second step and used to label xq in the generalization
step via majority voting. The local pool generation step is explained next.
Figure 8 shows the generation procedure of the local pool LP . The pool size M of the local
pool is an input parameter. The other inputs are the training set (T ), the query sample (xq) and
the query sample’s RoC size (ks). The LP is constructed iteratively. In the m-th iteration, the
query sample’s neighboring instances in the training set are obtained using any nearest neighbors
method, with parameter km. These neighboring instances form the query sample’s neighborhood
θm, which is used as input to the SGH method (Algorithm 1 from Section 2). The SGH method
then returns a local subpool Cm that fully covers the neighborhood θm. That is, the presence of
at least one competent classifier cm,k ∈ Cm for each instance in θm is guaranteed. The indexes
in the classifiers’ notation indicates that the classifier cm,k is the k -th classifier from the m-th
subpool (Cm). Then, the most competent classifier cm,n from Cm in the region delimited by the
neighborhood θq is selected by a DCS technique and added to the local pool. The same procedure
is performed in iteration m + 1 with the neighborhood size km+1 increased by 2. This process is
then repeated until the local pool contains M locally accurate classifiers.
The pseudocode of the offline phase of the proposed method is shown in Algorithm 2. Its
inputs are the training set T and the kDN parameter kh, which denotes the neighborhood size of
the hardness estimate. From Step 1 to Step 3, the hardness of each instance xi ∈ T is calculated
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Figure 8: Local pool generation step. The inputs to the generation scheme are the training set T , the query sample
xq, the size ks of the query sample’s RoC and the local pool size M . The output is the local pool LP . In the
m-th iteration, the query sample’s neighborhood θm of size km is obtained and used as input to the SGH method,
which yields the subpool Cm. The classifiers from Cm are then evaluated over θm using a DCS technique. The
classifiers’ notation refers a classifier cm,k as the k -th classifier from the m-th subpool (Cm). The most competent
classifier cm,n in subpool Cm is then selected and added to the local pool LP . This process is then repeated until
LP contains M locally accurate classifiers.
Algorithm 2 Offline phase (proposed technique).
Input: T , kh . Training dataset and kDN neighborhood size
Output: H . Estimated hardness values
1: for every xi in T do
2: H(i)← kDN(xi, T , kh) . Calculate hardness (Equation 1)
3: end for
4: return H
and stored in H, which is then returned in Step 4.
The online phase, on the other hand, is described in more detail in Algorithm 3. Its inputs are
the query sample xq, training set T , the set of hardness estimates H, the RoC size ks and the
local pool size M . In Step 1, the query sample’s RoC θq is obtained by selecting the ks closest
samples to xq in the training set. The RoC is then evaluated in Step 2. If all instances in θq are
not located in a difficult region, that is, their hardness value is zero, the method goes straight to
Step 13 and the query sample’s output label ωl is obtained using the k-NN rule with parameter ks
and returned in Step 15.
However, if there is one instance xi from θq whose hardness estimate H(i) is above zero, the
region is considered a difficult one and the method proceeds to Step 3. Each classifier in the local
pool LP is obtained in the loop that iterates M times (Step 4 to Step 10). In each iteration,
the neighborhood size km is calculated in Step 5. Then, the query sample’s neighborhood θm is
obtained using a nearest neighbors method in Step 6. The subpool Cm is then generated in Step 7
using the SGH method with θm as training set. In Step 8, a DCS technique is then used to select
the most competent classifier cm,n in Cm. The classifier cm,n is added to LP in Step 9, and then
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Algorithm 3 Online phase (proposed technique).
Input: xq, T , H . Query sample, training set and hardness estimates
Input: ks,M . RoC size and pool size of local pool LP
Output: ωl . Output label of xq
1: θq ← obtainRoC(xq, ks, T ) . Obtain the query instance’s RoC
2: if {∃xi ∈ θq |H(i) > 0} then
3: LP ← {} . Local pool initially empty
4: for every m in {1, 2, ...,M} do
5: km ← ks + 2× (m− 1) . Increase neighborhood size by 2
6: θm ← obtainNeighborhood(xq, km, T ) . Obtain neighborhood of xq
7: Cm ← generatePool(θm) . Generate local subpool Cm
8: cm,n ← selectClassifier(xq, θm, Cm) . Select best classifier in Cm
9: LP ← LP ∪ {cm,n} . Add cm,n to LP
10: end for
11: ωl ← majorityV oting(xq, LP ) . Label xi with majority voting on LP
12: else
13: ωl ← kNN(xq, ks, T ) . Label query sample using k-NN rule
14: end if
15: return ωl
1) RoC
Evaluation
2) Local Pool
Generation
3) Gener-
alization
the loop continues until the local pool is complete. Finally, the query sample’s label ωl is obtained
using majority voting over the locally accurate classifiers in LP and returned in Step 15.
3.2. Step-by-step Analysis
In order to better understand the generation process by the proposed technique, the latter
was executed over a 2D toy problem dataset. The P2 Problem [30] was chosen for its complex
borders. Since the P2 problem has no overlap between the classes, noise was added to the original
distribution by randomly changing the labels of the samples near the class borders. The dataset
used in this analysis contains 1000 instances, 75% of which were used for training and the rest for
test. The parameters used in this demonstration were kh = ks = 7 and M = 7. The method used
for selecting the query instance’s neighborhood in getNeighborhood() (Step 6 of Algorithm 3) for
this example was the regular k-NN, and the DCS technique used to select the most competent
classifier (Step 8 of Algorithm 3) was OLA.
The P2 Problem training set used in this analysis is shown in Figure 9a, with its theoretical
decision boundaries in grey. The hardness estimation in Step 1 to Step 3 of Algorithm 2 separates
the training instances with estimated hardness above zero, that is, the instances closer to the
border between classes, and the remaining ones. Figure 9b shows the training instances closer to
the borders (large markers) and the instances with H(i) = 0 (small markers).
Two scenarios of the proposed scheme’s online phase can be observed in Figure 10a and Figure
10b. In the first, the input query instance xq of Algorithm 3 belongs to Class 2. The query
sample’s RoC θq is obtained selecting its k-nearest neighbors over the training set T in Step 1.
In this case, since all instances in θq have estimated hardness Hi = 0, represented in Figure 10a
by small markers, xq is considered to be in an easy region of the feature space. Therefore, the
procedure goes to Step 13, in order to obtain the output label ωl of xq using the k-NN rule over
the training set with parameter ks. Then, the query sample’s label is returned in Step 15. In this
case ωl = 2 since all ks neighbors of xq belong to this class.
In the second scenario, shown in Figure 10b, the query instance xq of Algorithm 3 belongs to
Class 1. Its RoC θq is obtained in Step 1, with more than half of its instances belonging to the
opposite class. Thus, a simple k-NN rule would misclassify this query sample. The query instance’s
RoC θq is then analyzed in Step 2. The hardness estimate Hi of each neighbor is verified in Step
2 of Algorithm 3, and since at least one of them is above zero, depicted in Figure 10b in large
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Figure 9: P2 Problem dataset, with theoretical decision boundaries in grey. The training set is depicted in (a), and
in (b) the same set is shown with hard instances in large markers and easy instances in small ones.
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Figure 10: Two different scenarios of the online phase. In (a), the query instance xq belongs to Class 2. Since all
instances in its neighborhood θq are easy (small markers), the k-NN rule is used to label xq. On the other hand,
all instances in the query sample’s neighborhood θq in (b) are deemed hard (large markers). Thus, the local pool
LP will label the query instance xq, which belongs to Class 1.
markers, the local pool (LP) will be generated and used from this step forward. Starting with an
empty set (Step 3), each iteration from Step 4 to Step 10 adds a single classifier to LP.
In the first iteration, the neighborhood size k1 is set to 7 in Step 5, and then the k1 nearest
neighbors of xq are selected to compose the query sample’s neighborhood θ1 in Step 6. The local
subpool C1 is then generated using θ1 as the input dataset to the SGH method. The resulting
pool, which guarantees an Oracle accuracy rate of 100% in θ1, is shown in Figure 11a, containing
only one classifier, c1,1. Since there is only one classifier in C1, c1,1 is selected to compose LP in
Step 8 and Step 9.
In the second iteration, the neighborhood parameter is increased by 2 in Step 5, and the
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resulting neighborhood θ2 contains k2 = 9 instances, as shown in Figure 11b. Then, the local
subpool C2 is generated in Step 7, with θ2 as the input parameter of the SGH method. Since
only one classifier was able to deliver an Oracle accuracy rate of 100% over θ2, the resulting pool
contains only c2,1, which is selected in Step 8 to be added to LP in Step 9.
The neighborhood θ3, obtained in Step 6 of the third iteration, contains k3 = 11 instances, as
Figure 11c shows. C3 is then generated in Step 7 so that it fully covers θ3, resulting in only one
classifier (c3,1), which is later added to LP in Step 9.
The fourth local subpool C4, depicted in Figure 11d, is generated in Step 7 of the fourth
iteration, with neighborhood θ4 of size k4 = 13 as input to the SGH method. The only classifier
generated, c4,1, is then added to LP in Step 9.
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Figure 11: Local pool generation. (a) First, (b) second, (c) third, (d) fourth, (e) fifth, (f) sixth and (g) seventh
iteration of the method, with its respective neighborhoods (θm) and generated local subpools Cm formed by the
depicted classifiers (cm,k). The arrows indicate in which part of the feature space the classifiers label as Class 1.
Each local subpool Cm is obtained using the SGH method with its respective neighborhood θm, which increases in
each iteration, as input. The final local pool LP , formed by the best classifiers in each subpool Cm, is shown in (h).
In the fifth iteration, the neighborhood θ5 is obtained with parameter k5 = 15 in Step 6. In
Step 7, the SGH method yields the local subpool C5, depicted in Figure 11e. Afterwards, the
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Figure 11: Continued.
single classifier c5,1 in C5 is added to LP .
The neighborhood θ6 of the sixth iteration is obtained with k6 = 17 in Step 6. Then, the local
subpool C6 is generated in Step 7, resulting in two classifiers, c6,1 and c6,2, as shown in Figure 11f.
In Step 8, both classifiers are evaluated over θ6 using a DCS technique, OLA in this case. The
most accurate one (c6,1) in C6 is returned and added to LP in Step 9.
Table 3: Majority voting of the classifiers from LP for the query instance from Figure 10b.
c1,1 c2,1 c3,1 c4,1 c5,1 c6,1 c7,1 Total
Class 1 x x x x x 5
Class 2 x x 2
In the last iteration, the local subpool C7 is generated in Step 7 using the neighborhood θ7
with k7 = 19 instances. Then, the local subpool C7 is generated, yielding three classifiers that
fully cover θ7. Each classifier in C7, shown in Figure 11g, is then evaluated using OLA, and the
one that performs best over θ7 is selected. The selected classifier, c7,1 in this case, is then added
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to the local pool, completing the generation process of LP , depicted in Figure 11h.
After the generation process of the local pool, each classifier in it labels the query instance xq,
and the final label is obtained by majority vote in Step 11. Table 3 shows the vote of each classifier
in LP . The final label returned in Step 11 by the local pool is ωl = 1, which is the true class of xq.
4. Experiments
In order to analyse and evaluate the performance of the proposed method, experiments were
conducted over the 20 datasets described in Table 1. All methods in the comparative study were
evaluated using 20 replications of each dataset. For the configurations that used pools generated
by the SGH method, each replication was randomly split into two parts: 75% for training and 25%
for test. Since the SGH method did not present overfitting, both in global [8] and local scope, the
training set was used as the DSEL set. In the comparative study, however, the methods that use a
DS technique were tested using a pool of 100 Perceptrons obtained using Bagging [23], as it is often
done in DS works [5, 31]. For these configurations, the validation set was used as the DSEL in order
to avoid overfitting, so one third of the training set was randomly selected to compose the DSEL set.
This section is organized as follows. A comparative study with regards to DCS techniques is
performed in Section 4.1, with the purpose of analyzing whether the use of locally generated pools
is in fact advantageous in this context. In Section 4.2, the performances of the proposed method
and state-of-the-art models, including single models, static ensembles and DS techniques, are also
compared and analyzed. Lastly, the computational complexity of the proposed method and the
compared models are discussed in Section 4.3.
4.1. Comparison with DCS techniques
In this section, an experimental analysis on the proposed method is performed. The aim of
these experiments is to observe whether the DCS techniques are more prone to selecting the best
classifier in the pool when said pool is generated locally and whether the use of such pools increase
classification rates, in comparison to globally generated pools.
The DCS techniques chosen to evaluate the methods in these experiments were OLA, LCA and
MCB, since they outperformed the other evaluated DCS techniques in [9]. Implementation of these
techniques and several other DS techniques, as well as the proposed method itself, can be found on
DESLib [32], a dynamic ensemble learning library available at https://github.com/Menelau/DESlib.
The RoC size ks for each of the DCS techniques is set to 7, since it yielded the best results in [4].
The parameters of the proposed method were set to ks = kh = 7 and M = 7. Moreover, the
proposed scheme was tested with two neighborhood acquisition methods: the LP configuration
and the LP e configuration. In the first, the getNeighborhood() method from Algorithm 3 (Step
6) used was the regular k-NN. In the second configuration, the getNeighborhood() procedure used
was a version of the k-Nearest Neighbor Equality (k-NNE) [33] in which the returned neighborhood
contains an equal amount of instances from all classes, given that these classes are present in the
query instance’s RoC θq from Algorithm 3 (Step 1).
The performance of the proposed method with regards to the DCS techniques is compared to
three globally generated pool configurations. The baseline method used in the comparison is a
Bagging-generated pool composed of 100 classifiers. The SGH method over the entire training set
is also included in the comparative study, since it provides another global approach for generat-
ing classifiers. The pool generated by this technique is referenced as the global pool (GP). Lastly,
another related method, though it is not a generation one, is used in the comparison with DCS tech-
niques: the Frienemy Indecision Region Dynamic Ensemble Selection (FIRE-DES) framework [34].
In the FIRE-DES framework, when a query sample is in an indecision region, that is, a neighbor-
hood that contains more than one class, the classifiers that correctly label instances from different
classes in the query sample’s RoC are pre-selected to form the pool used in the DS technique. That
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is, if a border is detected in the query sample’s RoC, the selection scheme searches only among the
classifiers that cross this border. This is performed using the Dynamic Frienemy Pruning (DFP),
an online pruning method for DS techniques. The FIRE-DES framework is designed for two-class
problems, and it obtained a significant increase in accuracy for most DS techniques, specially for
highly imbalanced datasets, in which cases the DFP method provided a considerable improvement
in performance for those techniques.
In the FIRE-DES context, an unknown sample in an indecision region has, by definition, a
hardness value greater than zero, since at least one of its neighbors belongs to a different class,
regardless of its label. In the proposed method, such an instance is labelled using the local pool,
which is guaranteed to contain classifiers that cross the query sample’s RoC due to its generation
procedure (Figure 8). Thus, the same idea of using only locally accurate classifiers for instances in
overlap regions from the FIRE-DES framework indirectly applies to the proposed method as well.
Therefore, the FIRE-DES framework, coupled with the chosen DCS techniques, is also included
in the comparative study that follows. The pool used by this framework in the experiments is the
same as the one from the Bagging configuration, which contains 100 globally generated classifiers.
The performance of the chosen configurations with regards to DCS techniques is evaluated
in memorization, using the hit rate measure, in Section 4.1.1, and in generalization, using the
accuracy rate over the datasets from Table 1, in Section 4.1.2.
4.1.1. Performance in Memorization
The proposed method was evaluated in memorization using the hit rate [8], which is a metric
derived from the SGH method that indicates how well the generated pool integrates with the DCS
techniques. In the SGH method, since the Oracle accuracy rate over the training set is 100%,
each training instance is assigned to a classifier in the pool that correctly labels it. The hit rate is
then obtained using the training set as test set, and comparing the chosen classifier to the correct
classifier indicated by the SGH method for each training instance. Thus, the hit rate is the rate
at which the DCS technique selects the correct classifier for a given known instance.
Since the hit rate is defined specifically for pools generated using the SGH method, the hit
rate of the proposed method is only compared with the GP configuration, which uses a pool
generated by the SGH method with the entire training set as input. The hit rate of the proposed
configurations are calculated the same way as the GP configuration, with the only difference being
for instances not in difficult regions. In this case, the accuracy rate of the k-NN rule is used to
compute the measure. The comparison between the GP and the LP configurations is relevant
because it provides the answer to whether or not the generation over a local region instead of over
the entire problem is useful in the selection process of a DCS technique.
Table 4 shows the mean hit rate for OLA, LCA and MCB of the three configurations that use the
SHG method. In comparison with the GP configuration, both LP and LP e configurations obtained
a greater overall hit rate for both DCS techniques. More specifically, for the LP e configuration,
nearly half of the datasets yielded a hit rate above 90%, whilst for the GP only two of them at
most obtained a similar hit rate for the three DCS techniques.
Moreover, a Wilcoxon signed rank test with a significance level of α = 0.05 was performed be-
tween the hit rate results for the GP and the two proposed configurations. It can be observed, from
the Wilcoxon rows, that the proposed configurations yielded a significantly greater hit rate than the
global configuration for LCA, and, in particular, the LP e configuration obtained a significant in-
crease in the hit rate for OLA and MCB as well. This suggests that the use of the local pools indeed
facilitates the DCS technique in choosing the correct classifier for instances in difficult regions.
4.1.2. Performance in Generalization
The mean percentage of test instances with true hardness value above zero is depicted in
the True bars of Figure 12 for all datasets. The true hardness value is obtained observing the
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Table 4: Mean and standard deviation of the hit rate, i.e., the rate at which the right Perceptron is chosen by (a)
OLA, (b) LCA and (c) MCB using the GP , LP and LP e configurations. The row Wilcoxon shows the result of a
Wilcoxon signed rank test over the mean hit rates of the GP configuration and the two proposed configurations.
The significance level was α = 0.05, and the symbols +, − and ∼ indicate the method is significantly superior,
inferior or not significantly different, respectively. Best results are in bold.
(a)
Dataset GP LP LPe
Adult 86.91 (0.87) 86.10 (1.13) 91.41 (0.87)
Blood 79.59 (0.51) 73.11 (1.42) 80.96 (0.88)
CTG 92.50 (0.59) 92.66 (0.83) 92.95 (0.92)
Faults 76.88 (1.26) 74.85 (0.70) 70.92 (0.95)
German 71.05 (1.44) 89.25 (0.56) 91.86 (0.34)
Glass 76.21 (1.98) 63.07 (0.75) 69.71 (1.74)
Haberman 76.26 (1.10) 69.14 (2.45) 77.55 (0.93)
Heart 84.06 (1.92) 90.06 (1.24) 92.64 (0.54)
Ionosphere 86.46 (1.48) 87.26 (1.59) 87.97 (1.19)
Laryngeal1 84.75 (2.07) 87.16 (0.89) 89.82 (1.22)
Laryngeal3 74.81 (2.95) 79.63 (1.32) 76.44 (1.20)
Liver 67.22 (1.40) 79.16 (1.28) 83.92 (0.89)
Mammographic 82.72 (0.64) 70.32 (1.61) 84.02 (0.84)
Monk2 85.77 (3.60) 95.85 (0.32) 96.47 (0.33)
Phoneme 87.40 (0.46) 88.56 (0.23) 90.09 (0.29)
Pima 75.64 (1.55) 83.00 (0.63) 87.65 (0.28)
Sonar 80.00 (3.62) 92.48 (1.11) 93.81 (1.13)
Vehicle 76.14 (1.49) 78.25 (1.00) 77.32 (0.70)
Vertebral 82.39 (2.14) 87.42 (1.27) 89.38 (1.02)
Weaning 83.45 (1.33) 94.82 (0.45) 94.97 (0.35)
Average 80.51 83.11 86.00
Wilcoxon n/a ∼ +
(b)
Dataset GP LP LPe
Adult 86.77 (0.92) 89.99 (0.60) 91.27 (0.89)
Blood 80.20 (0.35) 79.43 (1.35) 80.27 (1.20)
CTG 92.63 (0.44) 94.03 (0.27) 93.30 (0.34)
Faults 76.84 (1.01) 74.85 (0.39) 71.25 (0.61)
German 75.75 (1.35) 90.01 (0.63) 91.90 (0.32)
Glass 77.95 (1.92) 67.73 (1.37) 69.17 (2.00)
Haberman 76.61 (1.46) 74.76 (1.84) 76.60 (1.04)
Heart 83.86 (2.40) 91.85 (0.79) 92.77 (0.68)
Ionosphere 87.34 (1.53) 92.32 (0.77) 92.11 (0.75)
Laryngeal1 84.81 (2.38) 88.55 (0.94) 89.83 (1.14)
Laryngeal3 73.98 (1.99) 80.28 (1.72) 78.37 (2.01)
Liver 70.62 (2.91) 79.69 (1.26) 84.10 (1.01)
Mammographic 82.83 (1.54) 80.82 (1.15) 82.07 (0.85)
Monk2 91.82 (3.61) 96.63 (0.27) 96.44 (0.32)
Phoneme 89.48 (0.44) 91.93 (0.32) 91.31 (0.23)
Pima 76.02 (1.67) 84.07 (0.48) 87.68 (0.27)
Sonar 83.46 (3.45) 93.37 (1.08) 94.27 (0.96)
Vehicle 77.98 (1.57) 77.11 (0.78) 76.60 (0.77)
Vertebral 84.33 (2.32) 89.87 (1.02) 89.85 (1.00)
Weaning 84.38 (1.72) 95.17 (0.51) 95.07 (0.36)
Average 81.88 85.63 86.21
Wilcoxon n/a + +
(c)
Dataset GP LP LPe
Adult 87.14 (0.73) 87.35 (1.19) 89.76 (0.59)
Blood 79.61 (0.51) 74.17 (1.48) 79.67 (0.81)
CTG 92.49 (0.63) 92.14 (0.44) 92.00 (0.37)
Faults 76.87 (1.26) 77.16 (0.84) 76.73 (0.49)
German 71.23 (1.47) 90.90 (0.61) 91.93 (0.58)
Glass 76.27 (1.99) 66.54 (1.44) 69.98 (1.61)
Haberman 76.35 (1.10) 69.03 (1.65) 76.77 (1.59)
Heart 83.96 (1.72) 89.10 (1.31) 91.85 (1.17)
Ionosphere 86.43 (1.43) 88.65 (0.77) 92.14 (0.75)
Laryngeal1 84.75 (1.93) 86.72 (1.11) 88.71 (0.90)
Laryngeal3 74.85 (2.90) 78.97 (1.48) 80.79 (1.37)
Liver 67.34 (1.28) 79.60 (1.24) 83.68 (1.10)
Mammographic 82.68 (0.73) 71.21 (1.48) 82.56 (1.04)
Monk2 86.67 (4.48) 95.69 (0.28) 95.35 (0.31)
Phoneme 87.40 (0.47) 89.12 (0.27) 90.10 (0.18)
Pima 75.82 (1.83) 83.52 (0.79) 87.54 (0.31)
Sonar 80.19 (3.63) 92.51 (0.91) 93.89 (1.03)
Vehicle 76.20 (1.51) 77.90 (0.78) 76.05 (0.76)
Vertebral 82.39 (2.19) 88.06 (1.27) 89.63 (1.24)
Weaning 83.36 (1.20) 94.06 (0.51) 93.88 (0.72)
Average 80.60 83.62 86.15
Wilcoxon n/a ∼ +
neighborhood of each test instance over the entire dataset. The mean percentage of test instances
deemed hard by the proposed method is also depicted in Figure 12 (Estimated bars). That is, the
Estimated bars show the frequency at which the proposed method generated and used local pools,
whilst the True bars show the actual proportion of instances in difficult regions for each problem.
It can be observed that, though the proportion of instances in difficult regions varies greatly from
problem to problem, the proposed method was mostly able to identify in which cases the query
sample was truly located in a difficult region and thus generated a local pool to handle them.
The averaged value of the true and estimated percentage of hard instances is also indicated in
Figure 12 by the true and est lines, respectively. It can be observed that the mean percentage of
test instances truly located near the borders was 65.04%, while the proposed method generated
local pools for 64.46% of the test instances, on average.
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Figure 12: Mean percentage of instances in difficult regions for all datasets from Table 1. The Estimated bar
indicates the times the local pool was used to classify an instance, while the True bar indicates the percentage of
instances with true kDN value above zero. The lines true and est indicate the averaged values of all datasets for
the estimated and true percentage of hard instances, respectively.
The accuracy rate of Bagging, FIRE-DES, the GP configuration and the proposed configura-
tions were evaluated with OLA, LCA and MCB, and the results are presented in Table 5. It can be
observed that the proposed configurations (LP and LP e) obtained an average accuracy rate greater
than Bagging, FIRE-DES and the GP configuration for all DCS techniques. A Wilcoxon signed-
rank test with a significance level of α = 0.05 was also performed for comparing the accuracy of the
evaluated techniques. We chose the Wilcoxon signed-rank test due to its robustness, as its result
do not depend on the algorithms originally included in the comparison [35]. It can be observed
from the Wilcoxon rows of Table 5b that both proposed configurations were significantly superior
to Bagging, and the LP configuration significantly outperformed the GP configuration using LCA.
Also, it can be observed in Table 5 that, for two-class problems with high percentage of difficult
instances such as German, Liver, Monk2, Pima and Sonar (Figure 12), the use of local pools fairly
increased the accuracy rate in comparison with the other configurations for the three DCS tech-
niques, further suggesting the advantage of such pools over the global one for instances in difficult
regions.
To analyze the distribution of error by hardness value using the three DCS techniques, Figure 13
shows the accuracy rate by true kDN value for the five selected configurations. Two behaviors can
be observed in this analysis. The configurations that use Bagging for pool generation misclassify
more of the easier instances (kDN ≤ 0.5) than the proposed configurations, though they correctly
classify more of the harder ones (kDN > 0.5). It can be observed that the gain in performance
for the very hard instances is accompanied by a considerable decrease in performance over the
very easy ones. This behaviour suggests a slight overfitting of the classifiers, which is difficult to
adjust for these techniques. Since hard instances are usually more scarce than easy ones, it is
understandable that the proposed method performs better overall in comparison to the Bagging-
generated configurations.
On the other hand, in comparison with the GP configuration, the proposed technique was able
to increase the percentage of correctly classified instances with kDN > 0.5 with little effect on the
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Table 5: Mean and standard deviation of the accuracy rate of using (a) OLA, (b) LCA and (c) MCB for a pool
with 100 Perceptrons generated using Bagging (column Bagging), a pool of 100 Perceptrons generated using
Bagging and pruned with the DFP method (column FIRE-DES), the GP configuration, the LP configuration and
the LP e configuration. The row Wilcoxon (Bagging) shows the result of a Wilcoxon signed rank test over the
mean accuracy rates of Bagging and each remaining method. The same test was performed in comparison with
the FIRE-DES configuration and the GP configuration (rows Wilcoxon (FIRE) and Wilcoxon (GP), respectively).
The significance level was α = 0.05, and the symbols +, − and ∼ indicate the method is significantly superior,
inferior or not significantly different, respectively. The row Avg rank shows the resulting mean ranks of a Friedman
test with a significance level of α = 0.05, and the p-value of the test is shown in row p-value. In LPmc, the LP e
is used for 2-class problems, while the LP is used for multi-class ones. Best results are in bold.
(a)
Dataset Bagging [23] FIRE-DES [34] GP LP LPe LPmc
Adult 84.97 (2.50) 83.84 (3.37) 88.15 (2.93) 83.32 (3.63) 87.75 (2.17) 87.75 (2.17)
Blood 75.48 (2.31) 69.28 (3.90) 75.53 (1.14) 73.78 (2.80) 77.21 (1.57) 77.21 (1.57)
CTG 88.83 (1.26) 88.50 (1.36) 90.24 (0.77) 92.20 (1.10) 89.98 (0.80) 92.20 (1.10)
Faults 66.52 (1.65) 65.33 (1.95) 71.91 (1.60) 72.40 (1.29) 65.93 (1.29) 72.40 (1.29)
German 70.34 (1.88) 68.56 (1.89) 70.04 (2.35) 72.16 (2.12) 74.04 (1.88) 74.04 (1.88)
Glass 61.42 (4.22) 59.43 (5.66) 66.79 (4.17) 67.83 (3.94) 60.75 (2.17) 67.83 (3.94)
Haberman 70.79 (5.12) 66.78 (4.81) 71.58 (5.24) 68.95 (4.19) 72.43 (2.24) 72.43 (2.24)
Heart 82.35 (3.44) 82.21 (4.32) 86.62 (2.18) 81.99 (4.79) 83.68 (3.27) 83.68 (3.27)
Ionosphere 86.70 (3.04) 86.53 (2.84) 87.16 (2.76) 91.76 (1.95) 91.99 (2.16) 91.99 (2.16)
Laryngeal1 82.92 (3.54) 81.89 (5.62) 80.38 (4.26) 77.74 (5.53) 80.57 (5.87) 80.57 (5.87)
Laryngeal3 70.73 (5.79) 66.46 (4.73) 72.25 (1.71) 71.74 (2.73) 64.66 (1.34) 71.74 (2.73)
Liver 64.59 (4.18) 65.00 (3.85) 58.37 (3.53) 60.12 (4.99) 67.21 (1.67) 67.21 (1.67)
Mammographic 82.57 (2.02) 79.06 (3.62) 82.60 (2.47) 75.53 (2.60) 82.36 (1.81) 82.36 (1.81)
Monk2 87.87 (3.97) 87.92 (3.13) 86.20 (3.74) 94.91 (0.97) 94.07 (0.76) 94.07 (0.76)
Phoneme 80.31 (0.68) 76.02 (1.17) 86.74 (0.73) 88.58 (0.63) 86.60 (0.67) 86.60 (0.67)
Pima 72.40 (2.73) 68.78 (3.03) 72.29 (2.39) 72.03 (1.68) 76.77 (2.26) 76.77 (2.26)
Sonar 80.96 (4.04) 79.90 (4.02) 80.00 (3.33) 83.27 (5.79) 75.00 (4.14) 75.00 (4.14)
Vehicle 73.61 (2.56) 74.43 (1.95) 70.09 (2.57) 74.39 (2.09) 69.74 (1.66) 74.39 (2.09)
Vertebral 85.38 (4.04) 84.49 (4.70) 81.41 (2.06) 85.19 (2.14) 86.47 (2.65) 86.47 (2.65)
Weaning 77.50 (3.36) 77.57 (3.40) 78.68 (3.71) 86.05 (1.73) 85.66 (2.37) 85.66 (2.37)
Average 77.31 75.59 77.85 78.69 78.64 80.02
Wilcoxon (Bagging) n/a - ∼ ∼ ∼ +
Wilcoxon (FIRE) + n/a ∼ + + +
Wilcoxon (GP) ∼ ∼ n/a ∼ ∼ +
Avg rank 3.850 4.900 3.450 3.375 3.125 2.300
p-value 6.09× 10−4
(b)
Dataset Bagging [23] FIRE-DES [34] GP LP LPe LPmc
Adult 86.88 (3.17) 85.72 (3.59) 87.40 (2.82) 84.71 (3.73) 87.11 (2.40) 87.11 (2.40)
Blood 76.14 (2.24) 71.06 (3.44) 75.74 (1.04) 77.95 (2.51) 76.89 (1.67) 76.89 (1.67)
CTG 88.38 (1.37) 88.18 (1.36) 90.30 (0.84) 92.22 (1.10) 90.58 (0.39) 92.22 (1.10)
Faults 66.00 (1.69) 65.67 (2.23) 71.99 (1.53) 73.20 (1.22) 66.28 (1.15) 73.20 (1.22)
German 70.66 (2.06) 70.40 (1.22) 70.84 (1.87) 72.88 (2.37) 74.08 (1.84) 74.08 (1.84)
Glass 56.13 (5.47) 56.04 (5.41) 69.43 (3.33) 67.45 (2.73) 62.55 (4.83) 67.45 (2.73)
Haberman 73.03 (3.58) 69.87 (4.87) 71.05 (1.91) 70.79 (3.71) 72.11 (2.12) 72.11 (2.12)
Heart 82.35 (4.84) 82.21 (4.77) 86.47 (2.85) 82.50 (5.54) 83.09 (3.32) 83.09 (3.32)
Ionosphere 86.14 (4.90) 86.19 (4.70) 87.27 (3.21) 91.53 (1.45) 92.44 (2.56) 92.44 (2.56)
Laryngeal1 81.23 (2.70) 80.09 (3.80) 80.94 (4.70) 79.25 (5.05) 80.57 (5.87) 80.57 (5.87)
Laryngeal3 71.57 (5.25) 68.88 (6.19) 72.58 (2.14) 73.48 (2.48) 67.42 (1.86) 73.48 (2.48)
Liver 64.59 (4.87) 66.74 (2.70) 58.37 (2.81) 62.21 (5.26) 66.98 (1.79) 66.98 (1.79)
Mammographic 82.00 (3.18) 78.89 (4.09) 81.63 (3.06) 80.05 (1.84) 82.57 (1.77) 82.57 (1.77)
Monk2 86.06 (3.06) 85.88 (3.16) 90.28 (2.18) 94.91 (0.97) 94.07 (0.76) 94.07 (0.76)
Phoneme 80.78 (0.65) 77.26 (0.89) 87.01 (0.77) 89.18 (0.50) 86.62 (0.69) 86.62 (0.69)
Pima 74.66 (2.39) 72.19 (3.63) 73.23 (3.39) 73.46 (1.01) 76.74 (2.24) 76.74 (2.24)
Sonar 76.35 (5.41) 75.87 (4.93) 78.08 (5.01) 82.98 (5.27) 76.35 (3.64) 76.35 (3.64)
Vehicle 72.03 (1.63) 72.41 (1.86) 70.75 (2.22) 73.51 (1.64) 71.34 (1.28) 73.51 (1.64)
Vertebral 84.55 (3.42) 85.51 (3.30) 82.31 (1.93) 85.32 (2.68) 86.47 (2.65) 86.47 (2.65)
Weaning 73.88 (2.78) 73.75 (3.51) 78.82 (3.05) 86.51 (1.90) 85.66 (2.37) 85.66 (2.37)
Average 76.67 75.64 78.22 79.70 78.99 80.08
Wilcoxon (Bagging) n/a - ∼ + + +
Wilcoxon (FIRE) + n/a + + + +
Wilcoxon (GP) ∼ - n/a + ∼ +
Avg rank 4.150 5.350 3.550 2.925 2.850 2.175
p-value 4.63× 10−7
performance over the easier ones (kDN ≤ 0.5). This behavior suggests that, not only does the
use of local pools is advantageous for hard instances, the RoC evaluation performed on the online
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(c)
Dataset Bagging [23] FIRE-DES [34] GP LP LPe LPmc
Adult 85.00 (2.53) 83.70 (3.25) 88.15 (2.93) 84.45 (3.98) 87.75 (2.18) 87.75 (2.18)
Blood 75.16 (2.07) 68.88 (3.24) 75.53 (1.14) 76.99 (2.15) 76.57 (1.90) 76.57 (1.90)
CTG 88.87 (1.24) 88.61 (1.54) 90.24 (0.77) 92.10 (1.20) 90.23 (0.36) 92.10 (1.20)
Faults 66.58 (1.37) 65.77 (2.32) 71.91 (1.60) 72.80 (1.29) 66.24 (0.86) 72.80 (1.29)
German 70.16 (2.41) 68.94 (2.72) 70.52 (2.08) 72.84 (2.36) 74.08 (1.84) 74.08 (1.84)
Glass 60.00 (5.83) 60.19 (6.45) 66.79 (4.17) 66.42 (4.27) 61.04 (2.89) 66.42 (4.27)
Haberman 72.17 (5.87) 68.36 (4.95) 71.71 (4.91) 69.80 (2.85) 72.37 (2.67) 72.37 (2.67)
Heart 81.10 (4.11) 81.32 (4.82) 86.18 (2.36) 82.06 (4.86) 83.09 (3.32) 83.09 (3.32)
Ionosphere 88.24 (2.56) 86.36 (2.55) 87.16 (2.71) 91.48 (1.40) 92.16 (2.39) 92.16 (2.39)
Laryngeal1 83.02 (4.29) 81.51 (6.44) 80.57 (4.59) 78.30 (5.03) 80.47 (5.75) 80.47 (5.75)
Laryngeal3 70.96 (5.62) 67.19 (4.71) 71.80 (1.58) 72.19 (2.65) 66.18 (1.41) 72.19 (2.65)
Liver 61.98 (4.86) 63.49 (5.01) 58.37 (3.49) 61.34 (4.71) 67.03 (1.32) 67.03 (1.32)
Mammographic 82.31 (2.32) 79.01 (3.40) 82.60 (2.47) 78.87 (2.55) 82.52 (1.65) 82.52 (1.65)
Monk2 88.06 (4.18) 87.69 (4.29) 87.96 (3.80) 94.91 (0.97) 94.07 (0.76) 94.07 (0.76)
Phoneme 80.53 (0.79) 76.12 (1.05) 86.73 (0.73) 88.98 (0.56) 86.68 (0.74) 86.68 (0.74)
Pima 72.73 (2.60) 68.36 (2.96) 72.71 (2.67) 72.92 (1.56) 76.74 (2.28) 76.74 (2.28)
Sonar 80.67 (4.11) 80.29 (4.13) 79.81 (3.09) 83.08 (5.42) 76.15 (3.33) 76.15 (3.33)
Vehicle 73.30 (2.54) 74.58 (2.45) 70.14 (2.52) 74.88 (1.57) 70.75 (1.65) 74.88 (1.57)
Vertebral 84.55 (4.75) 85.38 (4.86) 82.69 (2.22) 85.58 (2.38) 86.41 (2.71) 86.41 (2.71)
Weaning 76.38 (2.43) 76.05 (3.10) 79.21 (3.30) 86.38 (1.72) 85.59 (2.36) 85.59 (2.36)
Average 77.08 75.59 78.03 79.31 78.80 80.00
Wilcoxon (Bagging) n/a - ∼ + ∼ +
Wilcoxon (FIRE) + n/a ∼ + + +
Wilcoxon (GP) ∼ ∼ n/a ∼ ∼ +
Avg rank 4.200 5.050 3.550 2.825 3.075 2.300
p-value 2.07× 10−5
phase of the proposed technique allows for a more controlled delimitation of where the classifiers
should overfit or not.
4.1.3. Discussion
From Table 5, it can be observed that the two evaluated configurations of the proposed method
yielded quite distinct results: the LP configuration always surpassed, by far most of the times,
the LP e configuration for the multi-class problems for both DCS techniques. The reason for this
difference in performance lies in the neighborhood selection schemes used in the online phase of
the proposed method, as it can be observed in Figure 14, in which two multi-class toy problems
are depicted.
In Figure 14a, the neighborhood θ1 of the query instance xq was obtained using the regular k-
NN rule. It can be observed that, since the border contains only two classes (Class 1 and Class 2),
this is also the case for all two-class problems. Therefore, the SGH method, which generates only
two-class classifiers, returns a pool with only one classifier (c1,1) that cover the entire neighborhood
θ1. Figure 14b shows the same scenario, but with θ1 being obtained using the version of k-NNE
used in this work, which returns the same amount of neighboring instances for all classes in the
original k-NN neighborhood. That is, the instances from classes too far from the query sample
are not included in this method, as Figure 14b shows. The generated pool also contains only one
classifier (c1,1) that cover the instances in θ1. In both presented cases, the DCS technique would
select the correct classifier for this query sample, which belongs to Class 1, though the classifier
from Figure 14b seems better adjusted than the one from Figure 14a.
On the other hand, Figure 14c shows a similar situation, but with Class 3 much closer to the
other two classes. In this case, the neighborhood θ1 returned by k-NN contains instances from
the three classes in the problem. Since the SGH method only generates two-class classifiers, the
coverage of θ1 is incomplete. This is due to the fact that the most distant class in the input
set is selected more frequently to draw the hyperplanes. It can be observed in Figure 14c that
Class 3, which is the farthest class and thus the least relevant one, is much better covered, with
all classifiers recognizing it, than the other two classes. In fact, there is not one classifier that
separates Class 1 from Class 2 in the generated pool. However, since the DCS technique evaluates
the classifiers competence over θ1 in the proposed technique, Class 3 only possesses one instance,
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Figure 13: Mean accuracy rate using (a) OLA, (b) LCA and (c) MCB with the Bagging, the FIRE-DES, the GP ,
the LP and the LP e configurations for each group of kDN value, for all datasets from Table 1.
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Figure 14: Example of pool generation for multi-class problems. In all scenarios, xq belongs to Class 1. In (a)
and (c), the query instance’s (xq) neighborhood θ1 was obtained using k-NN with k1 = 7. In (b) and (d), θ1
was obtained using a version of k-NNE with k1 = 7 as well. These neighborhoods were used as input to the SGH
method, which yielded the corresponding subpool of classifiers depicted in the images.
therefore its weight is much smaller than the remaining two classes in the classifiers’ score. That
way, the classifier c1,3 would be selected by OLA, for instance, which would yield the correct label
of xq.
Figure 14d depicts the same scenario from Figure 14c, but with θ1 obtained using k-NNE.
Since the original k-NN neighborhood already contained an instance from Class 3, this class is also
included in θ1. This leads to the neighborhood containing k1 = 7 instances of each of the three
classes of the problem. The SGH method generates then two classifiers (c1,1 and c1,2), and, as in
the previous case, the most distant and least relevant class (Class 3) is favoured by the method,
since all classifiers recognize it. The other two classes, which are closer to xq, do not have a
classifier in this subpool to distinguish among themselves. However, as opposed to the previous
case, the amount of instances of the farthest class is the same as the other two classes, which makes
its as relevant as the closer classes for the DCS techniques, since the classifiers are evaluated over
the entire θ1. In this example, as both classifiers correctly label two out of three classes in the
neighborhood, the DCS technique would choose one of them randomly, which would in turn fairly
degrade the performance of the system.
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Therefore, a better approach for multi-class problems is to use the LP , which evaluates over the
original neighborhood and is likely to give less weight to less relevant classes in the border region.
Hence, the LPmc column in Table 5 shows the result of the combined LP e and LP configurations,
in which the k-NNE is used for 2-class problems and the k-NN for the multi-class problems. It can
be observed from the Wilcoxon rows that this scheme is significantly better than Bagging, FIRE-
DES and the GP configurations for all DCS techniques. The Friedman test was also performed
for the three DCS techniques and the resulting average rank of the configurations can be observed
in Table 5. The LPmc configuration also obtained the highest average rank in this test.
Since the resulting p-values of the Friedman test indicate that there is a significant difference
between the performances of the evaluated configurations for all three DCS techniques, a post-
hoc Bonferroni-Dunn test was performed afterwards to obtain a pairwise comparison between the
configurations. Two configurations are significantly different if the difference between their average
rank is greater than the critical difference CD. The critical difference diagrams [36] depicted in
Figure 15, show the results of the post-hoc tests for each DCS technique. The configurations
with no significant difference are connected by a bar, whilst significantly different ones are not
intersected in the diagram.
(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 15: Critical difference diagram representing the results of a post-hoc Bonferroni-Dunn test on the accuracy
rates of the methods from Table 5 for (a) OLA, (b) LCA and (c) MCB. The calculated critical difference value was
CD = 1.6861. The values near the methods’ labels indicate their average rank. Statistically similar methods are
connected by an horizontal line, while statistically different ones are disconnected.
The critical difference value for this test was CD = 1.6861. It can be observed that the LPmc
configuration is significantly superior to the FIRE-DES scheme for all DCS techniques, which
suggests that generating locally accurate classifiers is a better strategy than pruning a large pool
in search of such classifiers for instances in difficult regions, at least for balanced and moderately
imbalanced problems, as used in the experiments. The LPmc configuration also yielded a significant
increase in performance in comparison with Bagging for all DCS techniques but OLA. Since the
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LPmc configuration partially solves the limitations of the SGH method and performed the best for
all three DCS techniques, it is used in the following comparative study with the state-of-the-art
models in the literature.
4.2. Comparison with State-of-the-art Models
A comparative study on the performances of the proposed method and nine state-of-the-art
models is presented in this section. The purpose of this study is to assess whether the proposed
method achieves similar recognition rates to the most well-performing models in the literature,
considering single models and other MCS.
Five static state-of-the-art classifiers feature in the comparative study: the Multi-layer Percep-
tron (MLP) model with the Levenberg-Marquadt algorithm, the Support Vector Machine (SVM)
model with a Gaussian Kernel, the Random Forest (RF) [37] classifier, the AdaBoost [38] classifier,
and the Oblique Decision Tree (DT) ensemble [39]. These models belong to the best performing
families of classifiers, according to [40], and also were among the best performing models in [39].
Since static models do not need a DSEL dataset, it was used as a validation set for the MLP
classifier and added to the training set for the remaining static models.
Furthermore, four state-of-the-art DS techniques were also included in this analysis: the Ran-
domized Reference Classifier (RRC) [41], the META-DES [5], the META-DES.Oracle (META-
DES.O) [42] and the FIRE-KNORA-U (F-KNU) [34]. The latter consists of the FIRE-DES frame-
work coupled with the K-Nearest Oracles Union (KNORA-U) [43] selection technique. The same
Bagging-generated pool of 100 Perceptrons used in the previous section was used for these tech-
niques. The region of competence size was also set to 7, as in the previous experiments.
All classifiers were evaluated using the MATLAB PRTOOLS toolbox [44], and the parameters
of the static models were set to the default. Moreover, the proposed method’s configuration used
for comparison in this analysis was the LPmc with LCA, since it yielded the highest mean accuracy
rate in the previous experimental study.
Table 6 shows the mean accuracy rate of the static classification models and the proposed
method, for all datasets from Table 1. It can be observed that the proposed configuration yielded
a higher overall accuracy rate than all static models but the Oblique DS ensemble. It is important
to remember, though, that no fine tuning of parameters was performed, and that stands for all
static models as well as the proposed technique. A Wilcoxon signed-rank test was also performed
over the results (row Wilcoxon), and it can be observed that the performance of the proposed
configuration was significantly superior to the MLP and SVM models.
Table 7 shows the mean accuracy rate of the four state-of-the-art DES techniques and the
proposed configuration. It can be observed that the proposed technique obtained a greater mean
accuracy rate in comparison with three of the four DES techniques. Moreover, according to a
Wilcoxon signed-rank test with significance level of α = 0.05 (Wilcoxon row), the proposed config-
uration obtained a significantly superior performance to the F-KNU technique. In comparison to
the remaining DES techniques, the proposed method yielded a statistically similar performance.
4.3. Computational Complexity
In this section, we analyze the computational complexity of the proposed method versus the
complexity of different dynamic selection techniques. We use the Big-O (O) and Big-Omega (Ω)
notations [45] to represent the worst and best running time scenarios, respectively.
The analysis is made taking into account the dataset size n, the classifiers pool size m, the
dimensionality of the dataset d and the neighborhood size k. For the sake of simplicity, we consider
that all base classifiers are from the same model (Perceptron), and the cost associated with the
training of the base classifier is denoted by l.
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Table 6: Mean and standard deviation of the accuracy rate of MLP, SVM, RF, AdaBoost, Oblique DT ensemble and
the LPmc configuration. The row Wilcoxon shows the result of a Wilcoxon signed rank test over the mean accuracy
rates of the proposed configuration and each of the remaining methods. The significance level was α = 0.05, and the
symbols +, − and ∼ indicate if the compared method is significantly superior, inferior or not significantly different
from the proposed method, respectively. Best results are in bold.
Dataset MLP SVM RF [37] AdaBoost [38] Oblique DT ens. [39] LPmc
Adult 82.83 (3.61) 73.99 (2.88) 67.83 (8.34) 88.44 (2.05) 88.76 (1.43) 87.11 (2.40)
Blood 78.11 (1.63) 78.14 (1.08) 72.07 (3.00) 77.29 (1.74) 77.23 (0.95) 76.89 (1.67)
CTG 89.52 (1.46) 84.51 (0.53) 91.20 (0.94) 92.42 (1.69) 93.96 (0.68) 92.22 (1.10)
Faults 68.79 (4.45) 49.59 (0.30) 70.86 (2.35) 54.66 (2.43) 77.04 (2.06) 73.20 (1.22)
German 70.24 (3.08) 70.12 (0.19) 38.28 (6.78) 74.82 (1.94) 75.18 (1.88) 74.08 (1.84)
Glass 61.32 (7.20) 62.83 (3.47) 71.04 (4.59) 48.30 (5.98) 78.58 (3.14) 67.45 (2.73)
Haberman 70.72 (2.33) 74.34 (2.02) 69.41 (4.24) 68.62 (3.48) 72.04 (3.69) 72.11 (2.12)
Heart 75.15 (5.02) 58.82 (1.79) 62.94 (6.45) 84.26 (4.80) 86.32 (3.20) 83.09 (3.32)
Ionosphere 87.84 (4.30) 68.07 (2.24) 93.81 (2.16) 96.36 (1.50) 95.17 (1.32) 92.44 (2.56)
Laryngeal1 79.53 (6.16) 76.23 (3.26) 81.79 (4.55) 81.60 (3.29) 85.94 (2.90) 80.57 (5.87)
Laryngeal3 67.87 (5.36) 68.88 (2.78) 72.53 (2.93) 70.11 (2.88) 73.54 (3.25) 73.48 (2.48)
Liver 68.31 (4.80) 64.53 (3.82) 69.30 (4.52) 69.71 (3.49) 71.05 (4.11) 66.98 (1.79)
Mammographic 84.45 (2.94) 83.46 (2.87) 59.28 (8.08) 80.70 (2.25) 84.57 (1.45) 82.57 (1.77)
Monk2 99.49 (1.06) 95.28 (1.37) 89.54 (2.93) 100.0 (0.00) 96.90 (1.28) 94.07 (0.76)
Phoneme 83.51 (1.07) 87.43 (0.43) 90.34 (0.49) 90.66 (0.55) 89.65 (0.52) 86.62 (0.69)
Pima 74.35 (3.63) 71.46 (2.20) 76.25 (2.67) 75.42 (1.94) 77.21 (1.37) 76.74 (2.24)
Sonar 78.08 (5.49) 81.15 (4.02) 83.75 (5.38) 85.38 (5.16) 83.56 (5.56) 76.35 (3.64)
Vehicle 76.91 (2.38) 63.63 (2.85) 73.77 (2.21) 68.94 (3.30) 74.27 (2.43) 73.51 (1.64)
Vertebral 81.03 (4.15) 85.00 (2.76) 85.45 (3.63) 84.04 (2.48) 85.96 (3.80) 86.47 (2.65)
Weaning 78.42 (5.20) 69.74 (6.80) 86.97 (2.73) 87.76 (1.87) 86.38 (2.06) 85.66 (2.37)
Average 77.82 73.36 75.32 78.97 82.66 80.08
Wilcoxon - - ∼ ∼ + n/a
Table 7: Mean and standard deviation of the accuracy rate of the Randomized Reference Classifier (RRC), the
META-DES, the META-DES.Oracle (META-DES.O), the FIRE-KNORA-U (F-KNU) and the LPmc configuration.
The row Wilcoxon shows the result of a Wilcoxon signed rank test over the mean accuracy rates of the proposed
configuration and each of the remaining methods. The significance level was α = 0.05, and the symbols +, − and
∼ indicate if the compared method is significantly superior, inferior or not significantly different from the proposed
method, respectively. Best results are in bold.
Dataset RRC [41] META-DES [5] META-DES.O [42] F-KNU [34] LPmc
Adult 88.87 (2.27) 84.45 (6.41) 80.78 (7.33) 84.86 (2.85) 87.11 (2.40)
Blood 76.30 (1.41) 77.98 (1.81) 77.98 (1.20) 64.87 (2.56) 76.89 (1.67)
CTG 89.41 (0.71) 91.49 (0.66) 92.10 (1.12) 88.34 (0.94) 92.22 (1.10)
Faults 70.35 (1.06) 73.58 (1.57) 73.39 (1.61) 67.44 (1.74) 73.20 (1.22)
German 76.42 (2.14) 75.70 (1.69) 74.76 (1.82) 70.30 (1.01) 74.08 (1.84)
Glass 65.19 (4.39) 70.19 (3.44) 69.53 (5.17) 65.47 (3.73) 67.45 (2.73)
Haberman 74.08 (1.71) 73.82 (5.79) 75.26 (2.36) 57.24 (4.91) 72.11 (2.12)
Heart 86.62 (1.42) 86.47 (3.53) 81.10 (4.35) 85.51 (2.35) 83.09 (3.32)
Ionosphere 88.75 (2.24) 88.47 (2.19) 85.17 (5.10) 88.35 (1.91) 92.44 (2.56)
Laryngeal1 85.19 (3.08) 80.28 (4.95) 78.21 (6.14) 80.94 (5.30) 80.57 (5.87)
Laryngeal3 74.27 (3.40) 73.54 (3.31) 73.48 (3.63) 66.24 (4.13) 73.48 (2.48)
Liver 65.81 (4.34) 68.95 (3.25) 67.21 (3.57) 60.58 (3.99) 66.98 (1.79)
Mammographic 85.77 (2.08) 73.13 (15.9) 72.36 (18.2) 78.53 (2.58) 82.57 (1.77)
Monk2 85.23 (2.71) 96.76 (1.22) 96.76 (1.22) 85.32 (2.57) 94.07 (0.76)
Phoneme 74.08 (1.57) 87.49 (0.82) 89.34 (0.69) 73.89 (1.61) 86.62 (0.69)
Pima 76.95 (2.33) 77.40 (1.94) 76.98 (2.49) 67.29 (2.73) 76.74 (2.24)
Sonar 80.96 (2.92) 82.98 (3.38) 83.75 (2.96) 81.35 (2.93) 76.35 (3.64)
Vehicle 75.40 (1.97) 75.94 (2.21) 75.12 (2.11) 76.56 (1.84) 73.51 (1.64)
Vertebral 85.19 (3.01) 86.22 (3.45) 85.77 (2.79) 87.12 (3.98) 86.47 (2.65)
Weaning 81.84 (3.27) 84.28 (3.37) 82.89 (3.28) 81.12 (3.29) 85.66 (2.37)
Average 79.33 80.45 79.59 75.50 80.08
Wilcoxon ∼ ∼ ∼ - n/a
4.3.1. Complexity in Memorization
The proposed method does not train a pool of classifiers. During the memorization phase, it
only calculates the hardness level of each instance. The basis of the hardness calculation is the
k-NN method, which is known to be linear with the size of the dataset and the dimensionality,
O(nd). Since the k-nearest neighbors of each training sample needs to be calculated, the final cost
grows quadratically with the dataset size n, and linearly with the dimensionality d, O(n2d).
The training steps for DS techniques involves the generation of the pool and pre-processing the
base classifiers outputs for each instance in the dataset. In this work, the Bagging algorithm was
used to generate a pool composed of m base classifiers. So, the cost is m times the cost associated
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to train the base classifier, O(ml). Then, the outputs of each base classifier for each training
sample is pre-calculated, giving a total of O(mn) calculations. Thus, the final cost associated with
DS techniques is of order O(ml +mn).
Another important aspect is the memory cost associated with each technique. The proposed
method requires only storing the hardness level of each sample, O(n). For the DS techniques, they
keep a matrix with the outputs of each base classifiers for each data point, O(mn), as well as the
parameters (weights) of each base classifier. The number of weights in a Perceptron classifier is
the number of dimensions in the dataset. Thus, having a final memory cost of order O(nm+md).
4.3.2. Complexity in Generalization
The analysis in generalization is conducted by dividing each algorithm into three steps accord-
ing to DS the taxonomy proposed in [9]: definition of the region of competence, estimation of
the competence level and the classification. Then, the computational complexity of each part is
analyzed individually. Table 8 shows the computational complexity using the Big O notation for
each dynamic selection algorithm.
Table 8: Computational cost in generalization of each method studied.
Algorithm Region of competence Competence estimation Classification
Proposed O(nd) O(m′′dkm′) O(m′d)
OLA [29] O(nd) O(mk) O(d)
LCA [29] O(nd) O(mk) O(d)
MCB [46] O(nd) O(mk) O(d)
KNU [34] O(nd) O(mk) O(md)
RRC [41] O(nd) O(mn) O(md)
META-DES [5] O(nd+ nm) O(2mk) O(md)
META-DES.O [42] O(nd+ nm) O(2mk) O(md)
For the estimation of the region of competence, the proposed method as well as all DS methods
studied in this work are based on the k-NN algorithm. Thus, it is of order O(nd) The only
exception is the two versions of the META-DES framework which requires two estimations of the
local competences: one in the feature space and another in the decision space. In the case of the
decision space, the number of dimensions is equal to the number of base classifiers in the pool,
m. Hence, the computational complexity estimating the local region is O(nd + nm) for these
techniques.
In the competence level estimation, the cost involved to calculate the competence level of a
single base classifier is equal to get its performance on its k-Nearest neighbors O(k). However,
since the competence level needs to be calculated for each expert in the pool, the final complexity
is linear with both m and k O(mk). The only exception is for the Randomized Reference Classifier
(RRC) algorithm. This method uses the whole dataset rather than only the k-Nearest Neighbors
to calculate the competence level of a base classifier. So, the computational cost of this techniques
is of order O(nm), making this step very costly when dealing with large datasets.
In contrast, the proposed method generates the local pool in this step rather than only selecting
the most competent classifiers. The local pool is generated iteratively using the SGH method,
which depends on the dimensionality of the problem to find the center of each class and generate
the hyperplane. In each iteration, the SGH method is applied over a different neighborhood,
which results in m′′ classifiers, with m′′ being less than three, on average. These classifiers are
then evaluated over a neighborhood of size k, so, for each iteration, O(km′′d). The best classifier
produced in each iteration is added to the local pool. Thus, for a local pool size of m′ hyperplanes,
the method iterates m′ times. The cost involved in this part is then O(m′′dkm′).
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The classification step using the proposed method is performed by applying the majority voting
rule over the m′ generated local Perceptron classifiers. Hence, the computational cost involved is
of order O(m′d). It is important to observe that the size of the local pool is much smaller than
the one generated with Bagging, m′ = 7 versus m = 100. So, since there are fewer base classifiers
to evaluate in the proposed method, this step is usually faster in execution when compared to
DES techniques. In contrast, the DCS techniques use only one classifier for classification. Hence,
the computational complexity of this step is equal to the cost of the base classifier alone, O(d).
The DES techniques can select an arbitrary number of base classifiers. However, in the worst
case scenario (i.e., when all base classifiers in the pool are selected), it has a complexity of order
O(md), which increases linearly as the number of classifiers in the pool increases. In the best case
scenario, when a single classifier is selected, the computational cost is equal to the cost of a single
base classifier, Ω(d).
This analysis explains why the proposed method was much faster in generalization than the DS
techniques using a pool of classifiers generated with Bagging, especially when compared with DES
techniques. In the best case scenario, when the sample is located in an easy region, there is no
need to generate a local pool. So, its cost is equal to simply applying the k-NN classifier, Ω(nd).
In the worst case, the computational cost is the sum of the three steps: O(nd+m′′dkm′ +m′d).
In contrast, DCS and DES techniques always require the computation of the three steps regardless
of whether or not the query sample is located in an easy region.
For this reason, the average running time of the proposed method was three times faster than
the DCS techniques using the pool generated with Bagging, eight times faster than the KNORA-U
and also around 14 times faster than the RRC and META-DES techniques. However, the DCS
techniques using the GP were 10 times faster than the proposed method. This can be explained
due to its use of even fewer base classifiers. The global pool has, on average, less than 4 base
classifiers, which is even less than the number of the base classifiers generated online using the
proposed LP method. That reduces considerably the computational cost of applying DS methods.
It is important to note that the estimation of the nearest neighbors is usually the most com-
putationally expensive part of the proposed method as well as DS algorithms, especially when
dealing with large sample size datasets. However, this cost can be reduced either by using different
implementation of the k-NN technique such as kd-trees, which has a computational complexity of
O(d log2n), or by reducing the dataset size and dimensionality of the problem through prototype
and feature selection techniques, respectively. The other factor that increases the computational
complexity of DS techniques is the pool size. However, as reported in [47], DS techniques do not
require large pool sizes in order to achieve good classification performance. In fact, the best clas-
sification accuracy is usually obtained with less than 50 base classifiers in the pool. By reducing
the pool size, the computational cost of DS technique can be further reduced, especially for the
DES ones.
5. Conclusion
In [8], it was shown that the DCS techniques had difficulty in selecting a competent classifier
even though the presence of such a classifier in the pool was assured. The generation method used
in that work guaranteed an Oracle accuracy of 100%. It was concluded that the Oracle model, being
performed globally, did not help in the search for a good pool of classifiers for DCS techniques,
because the latter use only local data to select a competent classifier for any given instance.
In this work, an instance hardness analysis was performed in order to draw a correlation
between hardness measures and the error rates of DCS techniques. Based on that relationship,
an online pool generation scheme was proposed with the purpose of increasing the accuracy rates
of the instances the DCS techniques had difficulty in labelling. The proposed technique involved
generating subpools for each identified difficult region in the feature space, so that another, more
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locally accurate pool could be used for hard instances, in hopes that, by fully covering these regions
with a locally specialist pool, it would be easier for the DS techniques to select the best classifiers for
these samples. The instances deemed “easy”, however, would be classified using a simple k-NN rule.
Experiments were performed over 20 public datasets, and two configurations of the proposed
scheme were analyzed. It was shown that the use of local pools increased the hit rate of the
global pool (GP) for most datasets, suggesting the use of such pools indeed helps the DS in
selecting the most competent ones for a given query instance. The overall performances of both
configurations were compared with a pool of 100 Perceptrons generated using Bagging, with an
online pruned pool of originally 100 Bagging-generated Perceptrons and with the GP. It was
observed that a combination of both proposed configurations yields a significantly increase in
accuracy rate compared to the other tested methods for the three evaluated DCS techniques,
suggesting that, not only do the DCS techniques select the best classifier more frequently, but also
the recognition rates of the DCS techniques fairly increase when using a local perspective during
generation. The choice of which proposed configuration to use is based on the characteristics of
each problem, and this selection is necessary due to a limitation in the SGH method. Furthermore,
the proposed technique was compared to nine state-of-the-art classification models, including five
static and four DES techniques, and it yielded a significant superior performance to three of the
models and a statistically similar performance to five of them.
Improvements to the proposed technique may involve developing an automatic scheme for
defining the input parameters and an adaptation for better dealing with multi-class problems.
Moreover, the impacts of data preprocessing on the performance of DS techniques over imbalanced
problems have been analyzed in [48]. Thus, a study on the robustness of the proposed method to
class imbalance and the suitability of using data preprocessing techniques for imbalance learning
may also be performed in future works. Several recent works have also delved into neighborhood
characterization and RoC definition for improving the recognition rates of DS techniques, yielding
good results specially for imbalanced problems [49, 50]. So, a study on neighborhood estimation
and characterization with respect to the proposed technique would also be an interesting future
research.
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